With the help of index functions, we re-derive the ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm in [35] in a more systematic way. There are n ways to define the ML(n)BiCGStab residual vector. Each different definition will lead to a different ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm. We demonstrate this by deriving a second algorithm which requires less storage. We also analyze the breakdown situations and summarize some useful properties about ML(n)BiCGStab. Implementation issues are also addressed. In particular, we discuss in details on the choices of the parameters in ML(n)BiCGStab.
= p k (A)r 0 in terms of a polynomial, the residual vector r k of a Lanczos-type product method 1 based on BiCG is defined to be r k = φ k (A)p k (A)r 0 where φ k (λ) is some polynomial of degree k with φ k (0) = 1. In CGS [28] , φ k = p k . Since, in every iteration, CGS searches for an approximate solution in a larger Krylov subspace, it often converges much faster than BiCG. However, CGS usually behaves irregularly due to a lack of a smoothing mechanism. In BiCGStab [30] , the φ k is
The ρ k is a free parameter and is selected to minimize the 2-norm of r BiCGStab k in the k-iteration, that is, ρ k λ + 1 is the GMRES(1) [19] polynomial. As a result, BiCGStab is generally more stable and robust than CGS. BiCGStab has been extended to BiCGStab2 [9] and BiCGStab(l) [22, 27] through the use of higher degree minimizing polynomials. In BiCGStab2, the φ k is defined by
if k is even.
The first and the second degree factors in the expression of φ k (λ) are the GMRES (1) and GMRES(2) polynomials respectively. On the other hand, BiCGStab(l) defines its φ k as
if k is a multiple of l where the factor 1 + l j=1 α j λ j is the GMRES(l) polynomial. BiCGStab2 and BiCGStab(l) usually converge faster than BiCGStab because of smaller residuals in magnitude while avoiding near-breakdown caused by a possibly too small ρ. CGS, * Dept. 3036, 1000 East University Avenue, Laramie, WY 82071. E-mail: myeung@uwyo.edu. This research was supported by Flittie Sabbatical Augmentation Award, University of Wyoming. 1 For this type of Krylov subspace methods, one can consult [10] . They are called hybrid BiCG methods in [25] .
BiCGStab and BiCGStab2 have been summarized into GPBi-CG [36] . The φ k of GPBi-CG is
GPBi-CG will become CGS, BiCGStab or BiCGStab2 when the α, β, ρ are appropriately chosen. For detailed descriptions of these and other product-type methods, one is referred to [18, 20, 21, 31] and the references therein. Moreover, a complete development history of product-type methods can be found in [11] . According to [11] , the history dates back as early as to the IDR [33] method three decades ago. Generalizations of BiCGStab from the standard Lanczos-based BiCG to versions from BiCG's of other types have been made. For example, BL-BiCGStab [8] is a BiCGStab variant built on the BL-BiCG [16] for the solution of systems with multiple right-hand sides. Also, ML(n)BiCGStab [35] is another BiCGStab variant built on ML(n)BiCG, a BiCG-like method derived from a variant of the Lanczos-type process described in [1] with n left-starting vectors and a single right-starting vector.
The derivation of the ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm in [35] was complicated. In this paper, we shall exploit the concept of index functions to re-derive the algorithm in a more systematic way. Index functions were introduced in [34] by Boley for the purpose of simplifying the development of the transpose-free multiple starting Lanczos process there and they proved to be very helpful.
It turns out that the definition of the ML(n)BiCGStab residual vector r k in [35] is not unique. There are at least n different ways to define r k . Let r k be the residual in ML(n)BiCG and φ k (λ) as in (1.1) . Then, the ML(n)BiCGStab residual r k introduced in [35] is r jn+i = φ j (A) r jn+i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, j = 0, 1, · · · . (1.2)
Starting from k = 1, let us call every n consecutive iterations an iteration cycle. For example, iterations k = 1, 2, · · · , n form the first cycle, iterations k = n + 1, n + 2, · · · , 2n the second cycle and so on. Then definition (1.2) increases the degree of φ by 1 at the beginning of a cycle. We believe that one can define r k by increasing the degree of φ by 1 anywhere within a cycle and this will lead to a different ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm. As an illustration, we derive and present a second ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm associated with the definition
3) increases the degree of φ by 1 at the end of a cycle. The resulting algorithm requires about 25% less storage (besides storing the coefficient matrix and the preconditioner) than the algorithm associated with definition (1.2). However, one drawback with this storage-saving algorithm is that its computed residual r k easily diverges from its corresponding exact residual when n is moderately large.
A ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm mainly involves three types of operations: matrixvector multiplication and preconditioner system solving (AM −1 v), dot product (u H v) and saxpy (u + αv). Usually, computing AM −1 v takes the longest. In one iteration, ML(n)BiCGStab requires 1 + 1/n of AM −1 v, n of u H v and about 2n of u + αv on the average. These observations suggest that we can employ the parameter n to k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 · · · g n (k) -1 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 · · · r n (k) 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 · · · Fig. 2.1 . Simple illustration of the index functions for n = 3. take a balance among these operations, that is, we want the computational time per iteration is minimized. It should be ideal if the total number of iterations to reach convergence were minimized too, but doing so is difficult since it is hard to predict the overall performance on a problem. The idea of minimizing the time per iteration has led to a Matlab function f ind n.m which automatically finds a "good" n. Numerical experiments show that f ind n.m plus a ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm can be faster than BiCGStab in terms of time. Just like BiCGStab, ML(n)BiCGStab can suffer from three types of breakdown, caused respectively by the failure of the underlying Lanczos process, the non-existence of the LU factorization in the construction of ML(n)BiCG and the parameter ρ. We will address these issues. Also, we will summarize some properties of ML(n)BiCGStab.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2, we introduce index functions. In §3, we present the ML(n)BiCG algorithm obtained in [35] , based on which a ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm is derived. In §4, we re-derive the ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm in [35] using index functions. In §5, we derive a storage-saving ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm from a different definition of the residual vector. In §6, we discuss the relationships of ML(n)BiCGStab with some existing methods. In §7, implementation issues are addressed. We end the paper with conclusions and remarks in §8.
2. Index Functions. Let be given a positive integer n. Define g n (k) = (k − 1)/n and r n (k) = k − ng n (k)
where k ∈ Z, the set of all integers, and · rounds its argument to the nearest integer towards minus infinity. We call g n and r n index functions and they are defined on Z with ranges Z and {1, 2, · · · , n} respectively.
If we write k = jn + i (2.1) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n and j ∈ Z, then g n (jn + i) = j and r n (jn + i) = i. About the index functions, they have the following properties which can be easily verified by using (2.2). (a) g n (k + n) = g n (k) + 1 and r n (k + n) = r n (k).
A ML(n)BiCG
Algorithm. Parallel to the derivation of BiCGStab from BiCG, ML(n)BiCGStab was derived from a BiCG-like method named ML(n)BiCG in [35] . ML(n)BiCG was built upon a Lanczos-type process with n left strating vectors and a single right starting vector, a special case of the Lanczos-type process described in [1] . In this section, we present the algorithm of ML(n)BiCG from [35] and summarize some properties related to it.
3.1. The Algorithm. Consider the solution of the linear system 2
where A ∈ C N ×N and b ∈ C N . Let be given n vectors q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n ∈ C N . Set
for k = 1, 2, · · ·. The following algorithm for the solution of (3.1) is from [35] .
s g s ; 11. Compute p k+1 according to (3.2) 12.End 3.2. Properties. Let ν be the degree of the minimal polynomial p min (λ, A, r 0 ) of r 0 with respect to A (that is, the unique monic polynomial p(λ) of minimum degree such that p(A) r 0 = 0) and let
Denote by S l and W l the l × l leading principal submatrices of S ν and W ν respectively. We now summarize some useful facts about Algorithm 3.1. These facts can be seen from the construction procedure of the algorithm.
Proposition 3.2. In infinite precision arithmetic, if
ν l=1 det( S l ) det( W l ) = 0, then Algorithm 3.1 does not break down by zero division for k = 1, 2, · · · , ν, and the approximate solution x ν at step ν is exact to the system (3.1) . Moreover, the computed quantities satisfy
Because of Proposition 3.2(a) and (d), ML(n)BiCG is an oblique projection method according to [18] .
Remarks: (i) Just like BiCG, ML(n)BiCG also has two types of breakdown caused respectively by the failure of the underlying Lanczos process and the nonexistence of the LU factorization in its construction. The condition ν l=1 det( W l ) = 0 guarantees that the underlying Lanczos process works without break-down, and the condition ν l=1 det( S l ) = 0 makes sure the LU factorizations exit; (ii) det( S ν ) = 0 implies that p min (0, A, r 0 ) = 0 which, in turn, implies that (3.1) is consistent and there is a solution lying in x 0 + span{ r 0 , A r 0 , · · · , A ν−1 r 0 }.
The derivation of ML(n)BiCGStab needs the following result. 
be any polynomial of degree g n (s). Then, under the assumptions of Proposition 3.2,
Proof. We only verify the equation about r k here. If g n (s) = 0, then p s = q r n (s) by (3.2) and hence the equation follows. For g n (s) > 0 and 1 ≤ l ≤ g n (s), q H rn(s) A g n (s)−l r k = q H rn(s−ln) A g n (s−ln) r k = p H s−ln r k = 0 by Proposition 2.1(a), (3.2) and Proposition 3.2(d). Consequently,
There exist examples where the condition ν l=1 det( W l ) det( S l ) = 0 in Proposition 3.2 holds, as shown below. Lemma 3.4. Consider the case where n = 1, r 0 ∈ R N , r 0 = 0 and A ∈ R N ×N is nonsingular. If q 1 ∈ R N is a random vector with independent and identically distributed elements from N (0, 1), the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance
Proof. Since p k = A gn(k) q r n (k) = A k−1 q 1 when n = 1, both S ν and W ν are Hankel matrices
for any fixed l with 1 ≤ l ≤ ν. It is trivial that (3.3) holds when l = 1 and we therefore assume l ≥ 2 in the following discussion.
By assumption, ν is the degree of the minimal polynomial of r 0 with respect to A. This implies that
Perform an orthogonal factorization of the N × ν matrix
where Q ∈ R N ×N is orthogonal and R ∈ R N ×ν is upper triangular with positive main diagonal elements r 11 , r 22 , · · · , r νν . Clearly, the first ν columns of Q form a basis of K and the last N − ν columns belong to K ⊥ . Write
Since A is nonsingular and { r 0 , A r 0 , · · · , A ν−1 r 0 } linearly independent, we have ξ ν = 0 and hence η ν = r νν ξ ν = 0. Let θ = [θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ N ] T = Q T q 1 . Then θ is a random vector with iid elements from N (0, 1) [4] . We now express det( W l ) in terms of the elements of θ. Let us write
where R (l) denotes the matrix consisting of the first l columns of R. Since the last N − ν columns of Q belong to K ⊥ , the last N −ν rows of the matrix Q T [ r 0 , A r 0 , · · · , A l−3 r 0 ] are zeros. Similarly, the last N − ν elements of η = Rξ are zeros because the last N − ν rows of R are zeros. We therefore have
This shows that none of the random variables θ ν+1 , θ ν+2 , · · · , θ N is involved in any of the w's. In more details, when l < ν,
We now expand det( W l ) by minors down its last column and write it into a polynomial of θ ν . This yields
where the coefficients c 0 , · · · , c l−2 and d 0 , · · · , d ν−1 are polynomials in θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ ν−1 . Now (3.3) follows from the facts that r ll = 0, r νν = 0, η ν = 0 and θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ ν are independent random variables. Note that ν is also the degree of the minimal polynomial of A r 0 with respect to A when A is nonsingular. With r 0 replaced by A r 0 in (3.3), we then have Proof. If p min (0, A, r 0 ) = 0, then A ν r 0 is a linear combination of A r 0 , · · · , A ν−1 r 0 or A ν r 0 = 0 in the case when ν = 1. Hence det( S ν ) = 0 no matter what q 1 is and therefore the probability of ν l=1 det( W l ) det( S l ) = 0 is 1. We now suppose p min (0, A, r 0 ) = 0. By the real version of the Schur's unitary triangularization theorem (see, for instance, [13] ), A can be decomposed as 
for k ∈ N , we have
+c 0 I is an upper triangular matrix whose main diagonal elements are c 0 . So, p min (B 22 , A, r 0 ) is nonsingular and therefore p min (B 22 , A, r 0 ) r 02 = 0 yields r 02 = 0. Since r 0 = 0 due to r 0 = 0 by assumption, r 02 = r 0 . In other words, N 2 < N or B 11 is not a null matrix. Now that r 02 = 0, (3.5) implies that
for k ∈ N . Therefore, p(B) r 0 = [(p(B 11 ) r 01 ) T , 0 T ] T for any polynomial p(λ). Thus, the minimal polynomial of r 0 with respect to B is equal to the minimal polynomial of r 01 with respect to B 11 . This implies that, ν, the degree of the minimal polynomial of r 0 with respect to A, is also the degree of the minimal polynomial of r 01 with respect to B 11 .
We now set
Now, the desired probability follows from Lemma 3.4 because B 11 is nonsingular, θ 1 is iid N (0, 1) random and ν is the degree of the minimal polynomial of r 01 with respect to B 11 .
Extension of the theorem to the general case should be possible, namely, n ≥ 1, A ∈ C N ×N , r 0 ∈ C N ×1 and [q 1 , · · · , q n ] is a Gaussian matrix.
Even though the probability of a breakdown is zero in theory, it is still possible that ML(n)BiCG encounters a breakdown or a near-breakdown in practice, especially when the q's are deterministic. Techniques for curing breakdowns in the contexts of the standard Lanczos process and the multiple starting Lanczos processes can be found in [2, 7, 10, 17, 20, 21] and [1, 6] respectively and the references therein.
A ML(n)BiCGStab
Algorithm. An algorithm of the ML(n)BiCGStab method has been derived in [35] (Algorithm 2 without preconditioning and Algorithm 3 with preconditioning in [35] ), but the derivation there is complicated and less inspiring. In this section, we re-derive the algorithm in a more systematic fashion with the help of index functions.
Notation and Definitions.
Let φ k (λ) be the polynomial of degree k defined by the recurrence relation
where ρ k is a free parameter. These polynomials are used by BiCGStab as smoothing polynomials. If expressed in terms of the power basis The vectors r k will be the residual vectors of the approximate solutions x k computed in the following ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm.
Algorithm
Derivation. The derivation of a ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm depends on Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 3.3. In order to exploit Proposition 2.1, we divide the operations in Algorithm 3.1 (forgetting Lines 1, 2, 5 and 11) into cases, basically corresponding to those described in the proposition:
If r n (k) < n 10.
For s = max(k − n, 0), · · · , g n (k)n − 1
For
We have adopted the following conventions in DV#1: (i) About a for loop of the form:
For s = a, · · · , b, Statements; End if b < a, the statements within the loop are not implemented.
(ii) About a sum of the form b s=a term s , if b < a, this sum is considered to be 0. These conventions will also be applied to the DVs and algorithms in the sequel. Now, by Corollary 3.3, (4.2), (3.2) and Proposition 2.1(a), DV#1 can be transformed into the version below.
If r n (k) < n 12.
For s = max(k − n, 0), · · · , g n (k)n − 1 13. β
End 28. End Lines 4, 8, 9, 19, 20 and 26, DV#2, were obtained from Lines 4, 7, 17 and 23, DV#1, by multiplying them with φ g n (k) (A), φ g n (k)+1 (A) and ρ g n (k)+1 Aφ g n (k) (A) respectively. Line 5, DV#2, is a direct result of the definition (4.1) of φ.
To help better understand how DV#1 arrived at DV#2, let us demonstrate the transformation of the term p H gn(k)n+1 A r k on Line 13, DV#1, into the term q H 1 φ g n (k)+1 (A) r k on Line 15, DV#2, as follows. By (3.2) and Proposition 2.1(a), we have
The second equation above follows from (2.2). The coefficient 1/c (g n (k)+1) gn(k)+1 is missed from Line 15, DV#2, because it was canceled out by the coefficient from the denominator.
Our goal is to establish updating relations for the quantities introduced in (4.3). To achieve the goal, we further transform DV#2 into the following version. This time, we work on the index function g n with the help of Proposition 2.1 so that the definitions in (4.3) can be applied.
Derivation Version #3. 1. For k = 1, 2, · · ·, until convergence: 2.
If r n (k) = 1 3.
End 28. End
As an example, let us show how the g n (s + 1) inside the sum s−1 t=max(k−n,0) · · · on Line 13, DV#2, was written as the g n (t) on Line 13, DV#3.
If g n (k) = 0, Line 13 of DV#2 is not implemented because of Convention (i) immediately following DV#1. So, we assume that g n (k) > 0. Since
which implies that r n (t) < n. Now, Proposition 2.1(d) yields g n (t + 1) = g n (t) and therefore we have g n (s + 1) = g n (t).
Substituting the vectors defined in (4.3) then leads to a set of updating relations about them.
We consider r k to be the residual of the kth approximate solution x k . Updating relations about x k can be obtained from Lines 4, 5 and 9 respectively:
After adding (4.6) to DV#4 and simplifying its operations appropriately, we arrive at the following ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm. Just like BiCGStab, the free parameter ρ g n (k)+1 is chosen to minimize the 2-norm of r k . 1. Choose an initial guess x 0 and n vectors q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q n . 
We remark that (i) the algorithm does not compute the quantities u k and d k when r n (k) = n (see Lines 13-15 and Lines 39-50); (ii) if the u k on Line 6 happens to be zero, then the ρ g n (k)+1 on Line 8 and therefore the x k and r k on Lines 9 and 10 will not be computable. In this case, however, the x k on Line 7 will be the exact solution to system (3.1) and the algorithm stops there.
We now compare Algorithm 4.1 to the ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm in [35] . First, the definitions of r k , u k and g k are the same in both algorithms, but d k is defined differently. In [35] , d k = φ gn(k) (A) g k . In exact arithmetic, however, both algorithms compute the same ρ gn(k)+1 , r k and x k . Second, the derivation of Algorithm 4.1 has been made simpler by using index functions. As a result, some redundant operations in Algorithm 2 of [35] can been seen and removed and some arithmetics are simplified. For example, the vectors d k , u k are computed in every iteration in Algorithm 2 of [35] . They are now computed only when r n (k) < n. Also, the expression of β (k) g n (k)n on Line 39 of Algorithm 4.1 is simpler. Some other minor changes were also made so that the algorithm becomes more efficient.
Computational cost and storage requirement of Algorithm 4.1, obtained based on its preconditioned version, Algorithm 9.1 in §9, are summarized in Table 4 .1. Since the vectors {q 1 , . . . , q n }, {d k−n , . . . , d gn(k)n−1 , d gn(k)n+1 , . . . , d k−1 }, {g k−n , . . . , g k−1 } and {w k−n , . . . , w g n (k)n , w k−1 } are required in iteration k, they must be stored. When n is large, this storage is dominant. So, the storage requirement of the algorithm is about 4nN .
Properties.
We summarize the properties about Algorithm 4.1 in the following proposition. Since r 0 = r 0 by (4.4), ν is also the degree of the minimal polynomial of r 0 with respect to A. 
is the spectrum of A, then Algorithm 4.1 does not break down by zero division for k = 1, 2, · · · , ν, and the approximate solution x ν at step k = ν is exact to the system (3.1) . Moreover, the computed quantities satisfy (a) x k ∈ x 0 +span{r 0 , Ar 0 , . . . , A g n (k)+k r 0 } and r k = b−Ax k ∈ r 0 +span{Ar 0 ,
Proof. The divisors in Algorithm 4.1 are c k , Au k 2 2 and ρ g n (k)+1 respectively, where the ρ's are assumed to be nonzero. By Proposition 3.2(c), we have A r k = 0 for
The c's are defined on Lines 37 and 49 in the algorithm. For Part (c), write k = jn + n with 0 ≤ j. By (4.3) and Corollary 3.3, we have
Now Part (c) follows from Proposition 3.2(d) and the assumption that the ρ's are nonzero.
For the proof of Part (d), we first note that Algorithm 4.1 does not compute u k when r n (k) = n (see . Write k = jn + i as in (2.1) and let 1 ≤ t ≤ i < n. Then r n (k) = i, g n (k) = j = g n (jn + t) and r n (jn + t) = t. Now, by (4.3) and Corollary 3. The conditions of ρ g n (k)+1 = 0 and −1/ρ g n (k)+1 ∈ σ(A) can be easily made satisfied. For example, one can add some small random noise to it after it is computed.
This proposition indicates that exact solution can only be found at iteration k = ν. It is possible, however, r k 2 can become very small for some k < ν. In practice, we terminate the algorithm when r k 2 falls within a given tolerance.
As in the case of ML(n)BiCG, ML(n)BiCGStab can also encounter an exact or a near-breakdown in practice. Besides the two types of breakdown described about ML(n)BiCG, ML(n)BiCGStab has one more type of breakdown caused by ρ. A breakdown-free ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm has been developed in [15] . Also, see [3, 10, 12, 20, 21, 25] and the references therein for look-ahead techniques to cure breakdowns in Lanczos-type product methods.
5.
A Second ML(n)BiCGStab Algorithm. If we write k = jn+i as in (2.1), the r k defined by (4.4) then becomes
where i = 1, 2, · · · , n and j = 0, 1, 2, · · ·.
Starting with k = 1, let us call every n consecutive k-iterations a "cycle", namely, iterations k = 1, 2, · · · , n form the first cycle, iterations k = n + 1, n + 2, · · · , n + n the second cycle and so on. Then (5.1) increases the degree of the polynomial φ by 1 at the beginning of every cycle. For example, consider n = 3. Then (5.1) implies that
Iteration k = 4 is the first iteration of the second cycle and the degree of φ is increased from 1 to 2 there. One can define r k by increasing the degree of φ by one anywhere within a cycle. Correspondingly, (we believe) the definition will lead to a different algorithm of ML(n)BiCGStab. As an illustration, let us increase the degree of φ at the end of every cycle and derive the algorithm associated with it.
Notation and Definitions.
Let φ k (λ) be defined as in (4.1). For k ∈ N , define
and set r 0 = r 0 and g 0 = g 0 .
The vector r k is considered to be the residual of the approximate solution x k computed. We remark that r k = u k when r n (k) < n since g n (k + 1) = g n (k) in this case.
Definition (5.2) increases the degree of φ at the end of a cycle. To see this, let n = 3. Then (5.2) yields
Algorithm Derivation.
To derive the algorithm associated with (5.2), we first transform Algorithm 3.1 (forgetting Lines 1, 2, 5 and 11) into the following version which is computationally equivalent to Algorithm 3.1, but is more convenient for us to apply Proposition 2.1.
Derivation Version #5.
1. For k = 1, 2, · · ·, until convergence:
If r n (k) < n 4.
End 8.
For s = g n (k)n, · · · , k − 1
Then we transform DV#5 as follows by Corollary 3.3.
Derivation Version #6.
For s = max(k − n, 0), · · · , g n (k)n − 1 6. β
For s = g n (k)n, · · · , k − 1 16 . β
End 20. End Lines 4, 11, 13 and 18, DV#6, were obtained from Lines 4, 11, 13 and 17, DV#5, by multiplying them with φ gn(k) (A) and φ gn(k+1) (A) respectively. Line 14, DV#6, is a direct result of the definition (4.1) of φ. Now we use Proposition 2.1 to write DV#6 as Derivation Version #7.
For s = g n (k)n, · · · , k − 1 16. β
End 20. End
We remark that the term φ g n (t+1)+1 (A) g t in the first sum on Line 9 can be further written as 
Derivation Version #8.
End 20. End Again, we consider r k to be a residual. To be consistent with Lines 4, 13 and 14, we update the solution vector x k as
Now adding (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) to DV#8 and simplifying the operations appropriately, we then arrive at the following algorithm. The free parameter ρ gn(k+1) is chosen to minimize the 2-norm of r k .
Algorithm 5.1. ML(n)BiCGStab without preconditioning associated with definition (5.2) 1. Choose an initial guess x 0 and n vectors q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q n . 2. Compute r 0 = b − Ax 0 and g 0 = r 0 , w 0 = Ag 0 , c 0 = q H 1 w 0 . 3. For k = 1, 2, · · ·, until convergence:
If r n (k) < n 6.
x
For s = max(k − n, 0), · · · , g n (k)n − 1 10. β
z w = r k , g k = 0; 28.
For s = g n (k)n, · · · , k − 1 29. β
We remark that (i) the algorithm does not compute u k when r n (k) < n. In fact, u k = r k when r n (k) < n (see the remark right after (5.2)); (ii) if the u k on Line 23 happens to be zero, then the x k on Line 22 will be the exact solution to system (3.1) and the algorithm stops there.
The cost and storage requirement, obtained from its preconditioned version, Algorithm 9.2 in §9, are listed in Numerical experiments have showed that Algorithm 5.1 converges faster than Algorithm 4.1 in general in terms of time. However, a disadvantage of the algorithm is that the computed relative error r k 2 / b 2 easily diverges from the exact error b − Ax k 2 / b 2 (see §7), especially when n is not small.
Properties.
We summarize the properties about Algorithm 5.1 below. Their proofs are similar to those in Proposition 4.2. Since r 0 = r 0 by (5.3), ν is also the degree of the minimal polynomial of r 0 with respect to A. 
is the spectrum of A, then Algorithm 5.1 does not break down by zero division for k = 1, 2, · · · , ν, and the approximate solution x ν at step k = ν is exact to the system (3.1) . Moreover, the computed quantities satisfy (a)
(e) Ag k ⊥ span{q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q r n (k) } and Ag k ⊥ q r n (k)+1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ ν − 1 with r n (k) < n; Ag k ⊥ q 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ ν − 1 with r n (k) = n.
6. Relations to Some Existing Methods. In this section, we discuss the relations of ML(n)BiCGStab with the FOM, BiCGStab and IDR(n) methods under the exact arithmetic environment.
6.1. Algorithm 4.1.
1. Relation with FOM [19] . Consider the case where n ≥ ν. In this case, g n (k) = 0 and r n (k) = k for k = 1, 2, · · · , ν. Hence p k = q k by (3.2). If we choose q k = r k−1 in Algorithm 3.1 (it is possible since r k−1 is computed before q k is used), then the x k and r k computed by the algorithm satisfy 
Thus, for 1 ≤ k ≤ ν, r k is the factor ρ 1 A + I times the FOM residual r k . 5 2. Relation with BiCGStab [30] . When n = 1, we have g n (k) = k−1 and r n (k) = 1 for k ∈ N . Hence p k = A H k−1 q 1 by (3.2). By Proposition 3.2(a) and (d), the x k and r k computed by Algorithm 3.1 satisfy 
which is exactly the definition of the BiCGStab residuals. Thus Algorithm 4.1 is mathematically equivalent to BiCGStab when n = 1.
3. Relation with IDR(n) [29] .
for j = 0, 1, 2, · · ·. By (4.3), we have
From Proposition 4.2(d), u jn+i ⊥ q i+1 if i < n. Hence u jn+i ∈ G j ∩ S and therefore r jn+i ∈ G j+1 when i < n. From this point of view, Algorithm 4.1 is not a IDR(n) algorithm.
However, if we regard r jn+i with 1 ≤ i < n as auxiliary vectors and instead, consider the followings as residuals u jn+1 , · · · , u jn+n−1 , r jn+n (6.3)
where j = 0, 1, 2, · · ·. Then Algorithm 4.1 is a IDR(n) algorithm. In fact, by Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.2(d), we have
Therefore, by (4.3) ,
So, the residuals in (6.3) lie in the G's.
That (6.4) holds becomes quite obvious if one applies the following result from [23] and Proposition 3.2(d),
The relation between ML(n)BiCGStab and IDR(n) was also discussed in details in [29] . 
Thus Algorithm 5.1 is a FOM algorithm when we set q k = r k−1 .
2. Relation with BiCGStab. When n = 1, we have g n (k) = k − 1 and r n (k) = 1 for k ∈ N and Algorithm 3.1 is a BiCG algorithm. Now, from (5.2), the r k computed by Algorithm 5.1 satisfies
which is exactly the definition of the BiCGStab residuals. Thus Algorithm 5.1 is mathematically equivalent to BiCGStab.
3. Relation with IDR(n). Write k = jn + i as in (2.1) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j. By (5.2), we have
Thus, (6.5) and Proposition 3.2(d) yield
So, the residuals computed by Algorithm 5.1 lie in the G's and therefore it is a IDR(n) algorithm.
7. Implementation Issues. A preconditioned ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm can be obtained by applying either Algorithm 4.1 or Algorithm 5.1 to the system
where M is nonsingular, then recovering x through x = M −1 y. The resulting algorithms, Algorithm 9.1 and Algorithm 9.2, together with their Matlab codes are presented in §9.1 and §9.2 respectively. To avoid calling the index functions r n (k) and g n (k) every k-iteration, we have split the k-loop into a i-loop and a j-loop where i, j, k are related by (2.1) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j. Moreover, we have optimized the operations as possible as we can in the resulting preconditioned algorithms.
Since we have compared ML(n)BiCGStab with some existing methods in [35] , we will only concentrate on the performance of ML(n)BiCGStab itself. Experiments were performed in Matlab Version 7.1 on a Windows XP machine with a Pentium 4 processor. ILU (0) preconditioner (p.294, [18] ) has been used in all the experiments. For e20r0100, the U -factor of the ILU (0) decomposition of A has some zeros along its main diagonal. In that experiment, we replaced those zeros with 1 so that the U -factor was invertible.
In all the experiments, initial guess x 0 = 0 and stopping criterion was
where r k is the computed residual. Except where specified, auxiliary vectors Q ≡ [q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q n ] are chosen to be Q = [r 0 , randn(N, n − 1)] for e20r0100 and utm5940 and Q = [r 0 , randn(N, n − 1) + sqrt(−1) * randn(N, n − 1)] for qc2534. Moreover, for the convenience of our presentation, we introduce the following functions:
(a) T conv (n) is the time that a ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm takes to converge. 7.1. Stability. We plot the graphs of I conv (n) in Figures 7.1(a) , 7.2(a) and 7.3(a). For e20r0100 and qc2534, I conv (n) decreases as n increases. However, the I conv (n) for utm5940 behaves very irregularly due to some of the ρ's are too small. Recall that ML(n)BiCGStab performs 1 + 1/n matrix-vector multiplications (MVs) per iteration on average. In terms of the number of MVs, both Algorithms 9.1 and 9.2 are still considerably faster than BiCGStab. BiCGStab required 455 MVs to converge. for utm5940. By contrast, the computed relative errors r k 2 / b 2 by Algorithm 9.1 well approximate their corresponding true ones. Thus, from this point of view, we consider that Algorithm 9.1 is numerically more stable than Algorithm 9.2. We remark that the issues of divergence of computed residuals and corresponding remedy techniques have been discussed in details in [26, 32] . 7.2. Choice of n. In this and the following subsections, we will focus on Algorithm 9.1. ML(n)BiCGStab has a free parameter n. It is ideal that n is chosen such that both T iter (n) and I conv (n) are the smallest. Since, however, it is difficult to predict the overall behavior of ML(n)BiCGStab on a problem at the point of interest, minimization of I conv (n) is almost impossible. In fact, there are some cases where ML(n)BiCGStab does not converge for all the n's. In the following, we therefore only make an effort on the minimization of T iter (n).
A ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm mainly involves three types of operations: preconditioner system solving and matrix-vector multiplication (AM −1 v), dot product (u H v), and saxpy operation (u + αv). The algorithm requires 1 + 1/n of AM −1 v per iteration on average. For smaller values of n, the overall computational effort is dominated by AM −1 v, and as n is increased, the computations of u H v and u + αv will start to take dominant. Therefore, the graph of T iter (n) should have a parabolic shape, as illustrated in Figures 7.4(a) , 7.5(a), 7.6(a). As a result, the minimizer n opt of T iter (n) always exists. For a comparison, we also plot the graphs of T conv (n) in (b) . It is clear that n opt does not necessarily minimize T conv (n). In fact, there is no absolute connection between n opt and the minimization of T conv (n).
No general formula is available for determining n opt because n opt depends on the problem, the coding language, the computer and etc.. In §9.1, we present a Matlab function time per iter.m which estimates the value of T iter (n) at any given n. Note that one j-loop of Algorithm 9.1 contains n iterations -the algorithm computes x jn+1 , x jn+2 , · · · , x jn+n in a j-loop. In more detailed, Lines 4-10, 60-75 M. YEUNG Table 7 .1 Performance of f ind n.m plus Algorithm 9.1. In this experiment, we set n step = 10 and n max = 10 * n step for f ind n.m. The 3rd column is the number of nonzero entries in A, the 4th is the n found by f ind n.m, and the next four columns are the times and MVs required by the algorithms to converge. compute x jn+1 with two AM −1 v and Lines 12 -58 compute x jn+2 , · · · , x jn+n with one AM −1 v for each of them. In time per iter.m, the operation times for running Lines 4-10, 60-75, 12-58 with i = 1 and 12-58 with i = n−1 are stored in t 11, t 12, t 2 and t n respectively. Thus, the time to compute x jn+1 is t 11 + t 12 and the times to x jn+2 and x jn+n are t 2 and t n respectively. time per iter.m then takes the average (t 2 + t n)/2 as a guess to the time of computing each of x jn+2 , · · · , x jn+n . So, the time to complete one j-loop is about t 11 + t 12 + 0.5(n − 1)(t 2 + t n) and therefore the time for each iteration is roughly [t 11 + t 12 + 0.5(n − 1)(t 2 + t n)]/n. The function time per iter.m requires four AM −1 v to implement. Finding the minimizer n opt of T iter (n) is an one-dimensional minimization problem. Any optimization technique for one-dimensional problems can be applied. The function f ind n.m in §9.3 takes a simple idea. It searches for n opt in an user-provided interval [1, n max] . f ind n.m first constructs an interval [n1, n4] that contains n opt . It then picks two points n2, n3 from [n1, n4] and computes the values of T iter at the points n1, n2, n3 and n4 by time per iter.m. Then, f ind n.m fits a quadratic polynomial p(t) to the four data points {(n1, T iter (n1)), · · · , (n4, T iter (n4))} in the least-squares sense. The polynomial p(t) has a minimum in the interval [n1, n4]. This minimum, rounded to an integer, is the output of f ind n.m as an estimate of n opt .
We can combine f ind n.m and a ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm to form a new algorithm. The performance of this new algorithm is demonstrated in Table 7 .1. Also, a sample implementation is presented in §9. 4 .
Finally, we remark that Algorithm 9.2 is faster than Algorithm 9.1 in our experiments in terms of time in general. 7.3. Choice of ρ. The standard choice for the ρ j+1 in Algorithm 9.1 is
This choice of ρ j+1 minimizes the 2-norm of r jn+1 = ρ j+1 A u jn+1 + u jn+1 , but sometimes can cause instability due to that it can be very small during an implementation. A remedy as follows has been suggested in [24] :
where κ is a user-defined parameter. In Figures 7.7(a) (b) , we compare the performances of Algorithm 9.1 with (7.1) and (7.2) respectively (we only plot the results of qc2534 and utm5940. The result of e20r0100 with κ = 0.1 is similar to Figure  7.7(a) ). Also, see the numerical experiments in [29] for more information about these ρ choices. Fig. 7.7. (a) qc2534: Graphs of I conv (n) of Algorithm 9.1 against n with choices (7.1) and (7.2) for ρ respectively. In this experiment, we picked κ = 0.7. ρ with (7.1): x-mark, ρ with (7.2): o-mark. (b) utm5940: Graphs of Iconv(n) of Algorithm 9.1 against n with choices (7.1) and (7.2) for ρ respectively. In this experiment, we picked κ = 0.7. ρ with (7.1): x-mark, ρ with (7.2): o-mark.
for a complex problem. In our experiments, however, we observed a comparable performance when we chose Q = [r 0 , sign(randn(N, n − 1))]. (7.5) or Q = [r 0 , sign(randn(N, n − 1)) + sqrt(−1) * sign(randn(N, n − 1))]. Figure 7.8(a) ).
The advantages of (7.5) and (7.6) over (7.3) and (7.4) are that (i) the storage of Q is substantially reduced. In fact, we just need to store the random signs (except its first column); (ii) an inner product with q i , 2 ≤ i ≤ n, is now reduced to a sum without involving scalar multiplications.
For other choices for Q, one is refered to [29] . 
Conclusions and Remarks.
With the help of index functions, we re-derived the ML(n)BiCGStab algorithm in [35] in a more systematic way. We believe the derivation here is more transparent. Indeed, we have been able to find out some redundant operations existing in the algorithm in [35] and realized that there are at least n ways to define the ML(n)BiCGStab residuals r k . We believe a different definition of r k will lead to a different algorithm. We demonstrated two definitions together with the derivations of their associated algorithms, namely, (i) definition (4.3) that increases the degree of φ at the beginning of an iteration cycle and results in Algorithm 4.1; (ii) definition (5.2) with the degree of φ increased at the end of a cycle, resulting in Algorithm 5.1. A comparison of the two algorithms showed that Algorithm 5.1 is cheaper in storage and computational cost, faster to converge, but the computed residuals r k can easily diverge from their corresponding true residuals, except that n is small. For a definition of r k that increases the degree of φ somewhere within a cycle, we expect that the cost, storage and performance of the associated algorithm would lie between those of Algorithms 4.1 and 5.1.
Based on the experiments in this paper, we observed that there are two situations on which ML(n)BiCGStab may be able to improve BiCGStab in terms of time: (i) BiCGStab behaves less stable on a problem. As n is increased, the stability of ML(n)BiCGStab (especially Algorithms 4.1) will increase; (ii) the time to compute a AM −1 v is significantly greater than the time to compute a dot product and a saxpy. In this case, one can increase n appropriately to reduce the number of AM −1 v per iteration in ML(n)BiCGStab. On the other hand, however, ML(n)BiCGStab reduces the residuals only once every n iterations. This could be a disadvantage in an application. When this happened, small n should be suggested.
In §7, we discussed in details on the choices of n, ρ and q 1 , · · · , q n . We also summarized the properties of ML(n)BiCGStab and discussed its relations to some existing methods. In the case where (3.1) is a real system, n = 1, q 1 is random with iid elements from N (0, 1) and the free parameter ρ is selected to be nonzero, we proved that ML(n)BiCGStab (or equivalently, BiCGStab in this case) almost surely works without breakdown by zero division to find a solution from the affine space x 0 + span{A t r 0 |t ∈ N 0 } provided that x 0 is chosen such that the affine space contains a solution to (3.1) 7 . 9. Appendix. In this section, we present preconditioned ML(n)BiCGStab algorithms and related Matlab codes. 9.1. ML(n)BiCGStab Associated with (4.3) and Related Codes. The following algorithm is a preconditioned version of Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 9.1. ML(n)BiCGStab with preconditioning associated with definition (4.3).
1.
Choose an initial guess x 0 and n vectors q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q n . 2. Compute r 0 = b − Ax 0 and set g 0 = r 0 .
Compute
x jn+1 = x jn+1 − ρ j+1 u jn+1 ; 10. r jn+1 = ρ j+1 A u jn+1 + u jn+1 ; 11. For i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1 12.
For s = i + 1, · · · , n − 2 21. if err < tol, f lag = 0; return, end 32.
33.
G(:, n) = r; g t = M \r; W (:, n) = A * g t; 34 .
c(n) = Q(:, 1) * W (:, n); 35. if c(n) == 0, f lag = −1; return, end 36. e = Q(:, 1) * r; 37. 38.
for j = 0 : max it 39. alphaa = e/c(n); 40.
x = x + alphaa * g t; if c(n) == 0, f lag = −1; return, end 127. end Remark: u t can be stored in the location of g t without changing the performance of the code.
The following function time per iter outputs the operation time in a single iteration of Code #1. 
21.
N = size(A, 2); n = size(Q, 2); 22. G = zeros(N, n); W = zeros(N, n); % initialize workspace for g, w, c and ρ * c 23. c = zeros(1, n); rc = zeros(1, n); % end initialization 24. 25. iter = 0; f lag = 1; bnrm2 = norm(b); 26.
if bnrm2 == 0.0, bnrm2 = 1.0; end 27. r = b − A * x; err = norm(r)/bnrm2; 28. if err < tol, f lag = 0; return, end 29.
30.
G(:, 1) = M \r; W (:, 1) = A * G(:, 1); c(1) = Q(:, 1) * W (:, 1); 31.
if c(1) == 0, f lag = −1; return, end 32. e = Q(:, 1) * r; 33. 34.
for j = 0 : max it 35.
for i = 1 : n − 1 36. alphaa = e/c(i); 37.
x = x + alphaa * G(:, i); 38. if rc(1) == 0, f lag = −1; return, end 84. e = Q(:, 1) * r; betaa = −e/rc(1); 85.
W (:, 1) = r + (rhoo * betaa) * W (:, 1); 86.
G(:, 1) = betaa * G(:, 1); 87.
for s = 1 : n − 1 88.
if rc(s + 1) == 0, f lag = −1; return, end 89. betaa = −Q(:, s + 1) * W (:, 1)/rc(s + 1); 90.
W (:, 1) = W (:, 1) + (rhoo * betaa) * W (:, s + 1); 91.
G(:, 1) = G(:, 1) + betaa * G(:, s + 1); 92. end 93.
G(:, 1) = (M \W (:, 1)) + G(:, 1); W (:, 1) = A * G(:, 1); 94.
c(1) = Q(:, 1) * W (:, 1); 95.
if c(1) == 0, f lag = −1; return, end 96. end
The following function outputs the operation time per iteration of Code #3. Code #4: Time per iteration.
